Higher Mental Function Examination

1) Consciousness is tested by Alesstness
2) Orientation is tested by asking Time, person, place.
3) Cognitive abilities is tested by Attention, Memory, Judgement, etc.
4) Perceptual abilities by testing depth-distance perception
5) Cranial nerves by testing visual test, hearing, facial muscles, Jaw Jerk, Tongue assessment, etc.

Sensory Examination : to examine sensation/sensory nerve's of patient
1) Superficial sensation are tested by examining pain, temperature, touch & pressure sensation
2) Deep sensation are tested by examining Proprioception, vibration
3) Combined sensation are tested by examining two point discrimination, graphesthesia, etc.

Motor Examination: The Aspects that need to be tested under motor Examination include:
1) Tone of muscle
2) Range of motion
3) Muscle Power
4) Tightness / contracture / deformity
5) Coordination testing - Equilibrium / Non-equilibrium
6) Balance testing - Static / Dynamic
7) Sitting / standing
8) Functional mobility: Bed mobility, Transfers, sit to stand and activity of daily living.